


Welcome to Kaelo
The journey of Kaelo started with the idea to make something 
to serve wine perfectly chilled and without any effort...

This changed into a passion to create something beautiful and 
curious to spark conversation and bring people together.

Fast forward to today and Kaelo is now at the heart of the good 
times in modern spaces, helping people have fun with their 
loved ones. It’s incredible to be a part of that so I couldn’t be 
any happier - thank you.



Pretty cool
No, seriously...

Kaelo is the integrated wine cooler that keeps your wine 
perfectly chilled once you’ve opened the bottle.

Easily integrated into nearly any surface, Kaelo offers a 
fun, effortless and beautiful way to serve and enjoy wine, 
champagne, water and soft drinks.



Open a cold bottle from the fridge, put it in your Kaelo and touch 
the crown. That’s all you need to do. Kaelo will maintain your 
wine to within 1-2°C of the opening temperature, from the first 
glass to the last. 

A great complement to a wine fridge or equally at home on 
its own, using Kaelo means no ice, no drips, no refills and no 
maintenance… just perfectly chilled wine. 

Perfectly chilled





Bringing the fun 
to any space
Seamlessly integrated into any surface or furniture, Kaelo 
enhances the design and brings a touch of excitement. 

Whether you’re enjoying a family meal, having a romantic 
night in or just entertaining friends, Kaelo is at the heart of 
these moments.



Our patented cooling system, Kryolux™, creates a jacket of cold 
air which wraps around the bottle, keeping the wine perfectly 
chilled and the bottle totally dry.

Adapted from military and medical technology, Kryolux™ is 
hyper-efficient meaning Kaelo gets super-cold in seconds yet 
only uses the same power as a 60-watt light-bulb.

Smart touch technology is fused into the crown so there’s no 
need for buttons or a remote. Just a touch on the crown will turn 
your Kaelo on, or allow you to change the colour of the light.

Innovative  
technology



Kaelo is designed in London and hand-built in the Cotswolds 
by our master craftsmen, who have over 150 years’ combined 
experience in precision engineering.
 
From hand polishing the seamless curve of the crown to 
calibrating the tension of each individual screw, Kaelo is 
built and tested against strict criteria before being signed 
off by its maker, ensuring every Kaelo delivers perfect 
performance and reliability.

craftsmanship
Precision





The crown

The Kaelo crown is made from stainless steel, then polished 
by hand to a mirror or brushed finish. We use stainless steel, 
rather than chrome plating, as it’s more durable and creates 

Standard Premium colours

a more reliable product. Crowns come in stainless steel as 
standard (mirror-polished or brushed), and are also available 
in eight premium colours. 



Yachts and Kaelos were made for each other.

Specially manufactured with a 316L stainless steel crown,  
the marine Kaelo is built to resist corrosion from the salty  
conditions at sea. Our marine Kaelo also has additional features 
to allow it to connect directly to marine power systems.

Marine



Kaelo: at a glance

Patented dry-cooling system
No ice, CFCs, compressors or refills
No maintenance needed

27 colours
Select using touch
Colour flow mode
Option to use without light

White wine
Champagne
Sparkling wine
Rosé wine
Water & soft drinks

KryoluxTM technology

Lighting

Perfect for

Edge-to-edge seamless curve
Hand-polished or brushed stainless steel
Eight premium colour finishes
Touch-sensitive zero-user interface

1 tap to activate Kaelo
3 taps to change light
4 taps for colour flow
Touch for 2 seconds to switch off
Auto-off after 2 hours

Integrated Kaelo: 300 x 162mm
Adapter input: 90 - 264V AC mains
Kaelo input voltage: 12V DC

The crown

Touch-control

Specification



Our story
Every good idea starts with a problem, ours was a 
dripping bottle from an ice bucket. 

Seven years and 300+ prototypes later, our founder 
Kevin Jabou’s passion to combine cutting edge 
technology with beautiful design resulted in Kaelo.

Launched in late 2016, Kaelo is now specified by 
designers and architects into homes, yachts and 
venues around the world.



kaelo.co.uk      info@kaelo.co.uk      020 7870 1115      @kaelo_uk


